Driving style analysis plays a pivotal role in intelligent vehicle design. This paper presents a novel framework for driving style analysis based on primitive driving patterns. To this end, a Bayesian nonparametric approach based on a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) is introduced to extract the primitive driving patterns from muti-dimensional time-series driving data without prior knowledge of these driving patterns. For the Bayesian nonparametric approach, a hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) is applied to learn the unknown smooth dynamical modes in the HSMM, called primitive driving patterns. Two other types of Bayesian nonparametric approaches (HDP-HMM and sticky HDP-HMM) are developed as comparatives in order to show the advantages of the HDP-HSMM. The naturalistic car-following data of 18 drivers are collected from the University of Michigan Safety Pilot Model Deployment database. For each driver, 75 primitive driving patterns are semantically predefined according to their physical and psychological perception thresholds. The individual driving styles are then semantically analyzed based on the distribution over primitive driving patterns, and the similarity of driving styles among drivers is then evaluated. Experimental results demonstrate that the utilization of driving primitive pattern provides a semantically interpretable way to analyze driver's behavior and driving style. Index Terms-Driving style, hidden Markov model, car-following behavior, Bayesian nonparametric approach, behavioral semantics.
I. INTRODUCTION
D RIVING style has a great impact on eco-driving [1] , road safety [2] , and intelligent vehicles [3] , [4] . Driving style, in this paper, refers to a set of dynamic activities/steps that a driver uses when driving, according to his/her personal judgment, experience and skills [2] , [5] , [6] . Previous research focused on characterizing and analyzing driving style by directly utilizing the statistical metrics of measured drivin data. For example, the mean, standard deviation, and maximum of brake pressure, throttle position and acceleration were used to classify drivers [7] , [8] towards safety-driving and eco-driving [9] , [10] . The F-score with mean and standard deviation was also used to take multidimensional driving style inventory [11] . Based on these indicators, researchers usually apply machine learning techniques to driving style recognition with a well-trained classifier such as support vector machine (SVM) [12] , [13] , semi-supervised support vector machine (S 3 VM) [14] and neural networks [8] . With the statistical indicators, these above-mentioned approaches are able to capture the static driving characteristics, but they are limited to describe the dynamic process of drivers' behavioral semantics.
Decomposing complex driver behavior into simple, smaller and primitive patterns can facilitate driving style analysis and identification [15] . Primitive driving pattern, as generally defined in this paper, is the primitive segments that can be viewed as the basic building blocks of driver behavior. For example, drivers' car-following behavior can be roughly decomposed into three primitive driving patterns: closing in, keeping, and falling behind. Segmenting long-term timeseries driver behavior data into smaller components allows to gain insight into the driver's dynamic decision-making process [16] , [17] and driving style [15] . Driving pattern definition is related to how driving patterns are characterized, allowing a human or algorithmic observer to identify driving patterns from measured data. These definitions are often subjective, application-driven, algorithmic-dependent, and tend to group into three categories:
1) Physical Boundaries: The definition of a pattern typically refers to a physical change that occurs when a driver's distinguishable operation/decision starts or ends. These natural physical boundaries could be specified by changes of vehicle steering angle, brake/accelerator pedal position or their combination [18] . These domain knowledge characteristics may be specific to a particular operation (e.g., turn left or turn right) or could generalize multiple operations (e.g., acceleration and lane change). For example, MacAdam, et al. [19] manually classified car-following behavior into five patterns (i.e., closing in rapidly, close in, following, falling behind, and falling behind rapidly) based on the predefined thresholds of relative speed and relative distance, and then trained a neural network classifier to evaluate the drivers' driving style. The lane-change behavior can also be segmented into different patterns depending on vehicle position in the lane and the position with respect to surrounding vehicles [20] - [22] . In general, the physical The proposed driving primitive-based framework capable of semantically analyzing driving styles.
boundaries are empirically set according to suit requirements, which are more subjective.
2) Template Boundaries: Driving pattern can be defined by a user-provided template. One of the most popular template-based algorithms is the dynamic time warping, which has been applied to car-following behavior analysis [23] . Defining primitive patterns by a template or a template set allows maximizing flexibility for users depending on special requirements. However, this approach is usually time-consuming for preparing the templates and may miss some special and meaningful templates.
3) Derived Metrics Boundaries: A primitive driving pattern can also be defined by a change in derived metrics (e.g., variance) or derived signals (e.g., hidden Markov model state transitions) based on supervised and unsupervised approaches. For example, Ma and Andreasson [24] directly implemented a consolidated fuzzy clustering algorithm to classify different car-following regimes and obtained five car-following patterns. Higgs and Abbas [15] developed a two-step clustering algorithm to segment drivers' car-following behavior based on eight predefined state-action variables (longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration, yaw rate, vehicle speed, lane offset, yaw angle, range, and range rate). This method resulted in 30 state-action clusters corresponding to driving patterns. These aforementioned approaches, however, require prior knowledge about patterns or clusters. Moreover, they subjectively define and extract these driving patterns with excessive effort and may lead to bias due to the diversity of prior knowledge of different data analysts.
Differing from previous research that selects the statistical features (e.g., mean and standard deviation) of the measured driving data and that manually defines patterns to characterize driving styles, in this paper, we proposed a framework for driving style analysis based on driving primitive patterns (Fig. 1 ). The primitive driving pattern can reflect drivers' driving preferences and the dynamic process of behavioral semantics. In our approach, rather than subjectively relying on hand-tuned models or predefined rules to select primitive driving patterns like in [15] , [19] , and [24] , we implement the Bayesian nonparametric approaches to directly learn primitive driving patterns from time-series data without requiring prior knowledge about these patterns. For this purpose, a hierarchical modeling structure is developed by combining a hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) with a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM). The primitive driving patterns are then semantically labeled for each driver according to their physical and psychological perception thresholds using K-means clustering. Finally, the distribution of primitive driving patterns is used to analyze individual driving styles and to illustrate the similarity between drivers with an entropy index (i.e., Kullback-Leibler divergence). This work presents the following contributions: 1) Introducing a novel framework for driving style analysis based on primitive driving patterns. 2) Implementing Bayesian nonparametric approaches to automatically extract interpretable driving primitive patterns. 3) Analyzing behavioral semantics and driving styles of the extracted driving primitives based on K-means clustering algorithms for car-following behaviors. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the Bayesian nonparametric approach based on a hidden Markov model (HMM) and its extensions. Section III presents driving data collection and preprocessing. Section IV shows the experimental results of primitive driving patterns using different approaches. Section V analyzes the results of driving styles. Lastly, the conclusion is made in Section VI.
II. BAYESIAN NONPARAMETRIC LEARNING APPROACHES
Bayesian nonparametric learning has shown its powerful ability to model and predict driver behaviors [25] - [27] with the priorly unknown driving patterns. In this section, we will introduce the Bayesian nonparametric approaches. In order to capture this idea easily, we first present some basic concepts, including HMM, HSMM, HDP, HDP-HMM, and sticky HDP-HMM.
A. HMM-Based Approaches 1) Hidden Markov Model:
In this work, the dynamic driving behavior is treated as a Markov process, and thus, it can be modeled based on the structure of HMM. The core of HMM consists of two layers: a layer of hidden state and a layer of observation or emission, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , where the shaded nodes are observations, y t , and the unshaded nodes are latent states x t , i.e., primitive driving patterns in this paper. The hidden state sequence, x = {x t } T t =1 , is a sequence of primitive driving patterns over a finite set X with x t ∈ X . The transition probability from primitive driving patterns i to j is noted as π i, j = p(x t +1 = j |x t = i ) and the transition matrix between these patterns is π = {π i, j } |X | i, j =1 , where |X | indicates the size of pattern set X . The distribution of observations or emissions y t given current hidden states is defined by p(y t |x t , θ i ), where θ i is the emission parameter for mode i . Thus, we can describe HMM by
where F(·) is an indexed family of distribution.
2) Hidden Semi-Markov Model: The hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM), as an extension of HMM, is traditionally defined by allowing the underlying process to be a semi-Markov chain, which means that each state has a variable duration [28] , as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Several approaches can be used to define HSMM depending on the assumptions and applications. In this paper, we assume that each hidden state's duration is given over an explicit distribution, called explicit duration HMM [29] . Therefore, we augment the generative process of a standard HMM with a random state duration time, drawn from some state-specific distribution when the state is entered [30] . Here, we use the random variable d t to denote the duration of a state that enters at time t, and p(d t |x t = i ) denotes the probability mass function for d t . Similar to HMM, we define HSMM by
where g(ω s ) is a state-specific distribution over state duration d s and ω s is the parameter prior of duration distributions.
3) Hierarchical Dirichlet Process: As aforementioned in Section I, the number of latent dynamic modes in (1) and (2) is priorly unknown, and the modes of HMM and HSMM are subject to a specific distribution defined over a measure space.
The Dirichlet process (DP) is a measure on measures [31] , denoted by DP(γ , H ), and provides a distribution over discrete probability measures with an infinite collection of atoms [32] 
on a parameter space that is endowed with a base measure H . Here, β i are the weights sampled by a stick-breaking construction [31] and we denote β
According to the above discussion, an HDP [31] is able to be used to define a prior on the set of HMM transition probability measures G j
where δ θ is a mass concentrated at θ . Assuming that each discrete measure G j is a variation on a global discrete measure G 0 , thus the Bayesian hierarchical specification takes
where π j = [π j 1 , π j 2 , · · · ]. 4) Sticky HDP-HMM & HDP-HSMM: Based on the above discussion, by applying the HDP prior to HMM and HSMM, we can obtain HDP-HMM and HDP-HSMM [30] , respectively, as shown in Fig. 3 .
For the sticky HDP-HMM(γ , α, H ) [31] , by adding an extra parameter κ > 0 that biases the process toward self-transition in (5b), increasing the expected probability of self-transition by an amount proportional to κ [32] , we can obtain
where T is the data length. Note that a larger value of κ will cause a greater self-transition probability and the original HDP-HMM is obtained when κ = 0 in (6b). Similarly, for HDP-HSMM(γ , α, H, G), we can describe it using [30] β|γ 
B. Observation (or Emission) Model
The observation model is determined by the type of function F(θ i ), which can be Gaussian emissions [33] or switch linear dynamic models (SLDSs) [32] (e.g., vector autoregressive). One main challenge with non-parametric approaches is that one must derive all the necessary expressions to properly perform inference [34] . In order to make our algorithm computationally tractable, we assume that observations are drawn from a Gaussian distribution [33] . When observations are assumed to be drawn from a Gaussian distribution, the θ i can be set as θ i = [μ i , i ]. Therefore, if the priors for observations and transition distributions are learned correctly, the full-conditional posteriors can be computed using Gibbs sampling method. Johnson and Willsky [30] present further details of the inference method using Gibbs sampling methods.
C. Learning Procedure
We develop and test these aforementioned models based on Johnson and Willsky's pyhsmm 1 module [30] and Fox's code 2 [35] . And the hyperparameters are determined using following rules: 1) We place a Gamma(a, b) prior on the hyperparameters γ , α, and κ [25] , [32] , as shown in Table I , where N is the dimension of input data. 2) The Inverse-Wishart (IW) prior is conjugate to the Gaussian distributions [36] and SLDS parameter set [32] , thus the hyperparameters for θ i are taken where n 0 is IW prior degree of freedom, S 0 is the IW prior scale, and S 0 = 0.75, where is the covariance of the observed data. In addition, the observation variables are generated from a Gaussian model and we set μ i = 0 according to [25] .
III. CAR-FOLLOWING DATA COLLECTION
AND PREPROCESSING This section will show the application of the developed methods to driving style analysis regarding car-following behavior. The data collection and processing procedures are presented as follows.
A. Equipment and Participants
All driving data we used were extracted from the Safety Pilot Model Deployment (SPMD) database, which recorded the naturalistic driving of 2,842 equipment vehicles in Ann Arbor, Michigan, for more than two years. We selected 18 equipped passenger cars (i.e., 18 drivers) to collect on-road data. The experiment vehicles were equipped with data acquisition systems and Mobieye (Fig. 4 ). The road information (e.g., lane width and lane curvature) and the surrounding vehicle's information (e.g., relative distance and relative speed) were recorded by Mobileye. The subject vehicle information such as speed, steering angle, and acceleration/brake pedal position were extracted from CAN-bus signal at 10 Hz.
Drivers had an opportunity to become accustomed to the equipped vehicles. They performed casual daily trips for several months without any restrictions on or requirements for their trips, the duration of the trips, or their driving style. The data processing and recording equipment were hidden from the drivers, thus avoiding the influence of recorded data on driver behavior.
B. Data Extraction and Preprocessing
In order to extract the car-following behavior data capable of characterizing drivers' dynamic preference ( Fig. 5 ), we selected the following variables according to [37] -[39]:
1) The subject vehicle acceleration a x , which can directly reflect driver intent and driving preference. 2) The relative range (d) between the subject vehicle and the lead vehicle, computed by d = x 2 − x 1 . It can reflect driver's preference in headway, where x 1 and x 2 are the global positions of the subject vehicle and the lead vehicle, respectively. 3) The relative range rate (v = v 2 − v 1 ). It can capture the dynamical relationship between two vehicles, where v 1 and v 2 are the speeds of the subject vehicle and the lead vehicle, respectively. Hence the car-following data consisting of the three feature variables were extracted from the SPMD database under the following conditions: (1) There was a lead vehicle at the same lane with the subject vehicle; (2) the lead distance was less than 120 m; (3) the vehicle speed was greater than 18 km/h (i.e., 5 m/s); (4) if a surrounding vehicle was cutting in, then the car-following event ended; (5) the duration of each single car-following event was greater than 50 s [40] . Fig. 6 displays the trajectories of all car-following events in the SPMD database.
In order to reduce the scale influence of different variables on the segmentation results, we additionally normalized each variable of observation vector for each event before training a model so that the empirical variance of the set was equal to one bȳ
where y = [d, v, a x ] , l is the number of event, μ m and ρ m are the mean and covariance of all events for m th driver, with M = 18. Then we applied the Bayesian nonparametric learning approaches presented in Section II to segment the normalized time-series data. 
C. Variable Segmentation and Threshold Selection
In order to easily make a semantic interpretation for primitive driving patterns, we classify each variable into different levels based on drivers' physical and psychological perception thresholds corresponding to their statistical feature, as shown in Table II . More specifically, we fit them using different distributions to determine the thresholds for each variable from the statistical perspective. Fig. 7(a) shows the fitting results of the relative range (d), relative range rate (v), and subject vehicle acceleration (a 1 ) using four distributions, including normal distribution (N ), Beta distribution (B), Student-t distribution (t), and Gamma distribution () [41] . It can be seen that: 1) for range rate and acceleration, the t-distribution achieves a better fitting performance than other three distributions, and 2) for the range, the -distribution and the B-distribution obtain a better fitting performance than other two distributions. According to the perceptible characteristics of variables and human driver's comfortable/perception thresholds, we select the percentile value of range based on the -fitting results, and select the percentile values of range rate and acceleration based on the t-fitting results ( Fig. 7(b) ). This procedure is discussed as follows:
• Relative range (d): Relative range is classified into three levels: long distance (LD), normal distance (ND), and close distance (CD). Note that from the top plot of Fig. 7(a) , the lower threshold of 27.32 m matches the median value 27.21 m and the upper threshold of 57.33 m is close to the threshold 61 m which is usually used to distinguish the free-flow regime [42] . Therefore, the threshold 30 Table II and the middle plot of Fig. 7(b) . Thus, the range rate is divided into five segments [19] : rapidly closing in (RCI), closing in (CI), keeping (KE), falling behind (FB), and rapidly falling behind (RFB). • Acceleration (a x ): Acceleration is divided into five levels based on drivers' vestibular and kinesthetic thresholds |a thr x | ≈ 0.05 m/s 2 [45] and longitudinal acceleration comfort threshold |a thr x | ≈ 0.2 m/s 2 [46] . In this work, we use the percentile values of 20, 40, 60, and 80 for acceleration as the thresholds, with −0.24 m/s 2 , −0.07 m/s 2 , 0.06 m/s 2 , and 0.23 m/s 2 , which quantitatively match the kinesthetic perception and comfort thresholds. Thus, the acceleration is segmented into aggressive acceleration (AA), gentle acceleration (GA), no acceleration (NA), gentle deceleration (GD), and aggressive deceleration (AD), as shown in Fig. 7(b) and Table II . Based on the predefined thresholds of each variable, we finally obtain a primitive car-following pattern library with a size of 75 (3 × 5 × 5 = 75) by permuting the level of each feature variable in Table II . This makes it easy to semantically label the primitive pattern of time-series driving data, and provides a different perspective for driving style analysis.
IV. MODEL EVALUATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, the method effectiveness for car-following behavior analysis and the learning results of primitive driving patterns are discussed.
A. Method Performance Evaluation 1) Evaluation Method:
One standard approach to evaluate the model performance is using the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO-CV) method with splitting data into training set and and test set. However, the ground truth of the segmentation results for test dataset is difficult to obtain because of the unknown number and type of primitive driving patterns. Therefore, it is experimentally intractable to evaluate the model performance through comparing the learning results with the ground truth. We evaluate the effectiveness of the developed approaches based on the ability of the learned models to predict the duration of each primitive driving pattern for the test data. The predictive log-likelihood is employed to evaluate the fidelity of the learned models [27] . For each driver and corresponding test datasets, we use the training data to learn parameters of all three models, and the learned models are then used to predict the probability distribution of durations for each primitive driving pattern at each frame of the test data. The probability distribution of durations of primitive driving patterns is used to compute the predictive loglikelihood [27] . For each driver, the driving data are randomly and evenly grouped into ten folds. Nine folds are used for model training and the remaining one fold is used for model test. Thus we can finally obtain ten cross-validation results for each driver. During the training and testing procedures, the normalized car-following on-road data,ȳ, are used to learn the three model parameters and test these models.
2) Results: Fig. 8 shows the log-likelihood of modeling the training data and the predictive log-likelihoods of the test data with the LOO-CV procedure, given the training data for all methods. Experiment results show that HDP-HSMM obtains the highest log-likelihood of fitting training data ( Fig. 8(a) ) and the highest predictive log-likelihood on test data ( Fig. 8(b) ), indicating that HDP-HSMM outperforms HDP-HMM for segmenting drivers' car-following data sequences. Note that HDP-HSMM obtains a slightly higher log-likelihood value and lower standard deviation, compared to sticky HDP-HMM.
Simulations were performed on an Intel Core i7 laptop with a processor of 2.5 GHz. For one-hour driving data (i.e., 3.6 × 10 4 data samples), the HDP-HMM, sticky HDP-HMM, and HDP-HSMM took about 4.14 minutes, 5.37 minutes, and 7.72 minutes on average to learn model parameters, respectively. The results demonstrate that the nonparametric approaches are satisfactorily cost-effective.
B. Segmentation Results and Comparisons
For clarity and conciseness, we will show the results from representative trails of driver #0. An example of segmentation results with the three approaches is shown in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9(a) , it can be noticed that HDP-HMM could not segment the driving patterns as expected. For example, the driving data ranging from 0 s to 20 s obviously include the positive and negative values of range rate and acceleration -namely, the driver #0 presents the patterns of closing in and falling behind -but HDP-HMM does treat these behaviors as a single primitive pattern.
The sticky HDP-HMM ( Fig. 9(b) ) successfully segment time-series driving data, but it is sensitive to data fluctuation. For example, patterns with very short duration occur frequently (e.g., a pattern only lasts about 0.2 s), which is unexpected for describing drivers' driving states. The sticky HDP-HMM results in many patterns with duration less than 1.0 s, for example, durations are 0. In real driving cases, human driver obviously does not frequently adjust their driving modes or primitive driving patterns during normal driving [43] . Table III presents the statistical results of the durations of primitive driving patterns for all driving data using the three approaches. It can be found that HDP-HSMM obtains the amount of primitive driving patterns close to the sticky HDP-HMM, as highlighted in orange. In addition, the HDP-HSMM approach obtains the lowest percentage (0.0065) of primitive driving pattern whose duration is less than 1.0 s, compared to HDP-HMM with a percentage of 0.0216 and the sticky HDP-HMM with a percentage of 0.0441. It indicates that the HDP-HSMM method can segment time-series driving data into several satisfied segments and hold the primitive driving patterns. Therefore, in the following section, we will take driving style analysis and evaluation based on HDP-HSMM. Fig. 10 presents the statistical results of pattern durations using the three approaches. It can be seen that most primitive driving patterns approximately fall in 3.93 s -7.81 s range for HDP-HSMM and in 3.30 s -7.64 s range for the sticky HDP-HMM. However, the HDP-HMM method obtains longer primitive pattern duration of 7.94 s on average, compared to the other two approaches. According to the segmentation results of the sticky HDP-HMM and HDP-HSMM, it can be concluded that human driver usually stays a specific driving mode with duration of 3.50 s -10.0 s when following a lead vehicle. In addition, drivers sometimes could stay in specific but rare-occurred primitive driving patterns with duration longer than 20.0 s. Fig. 11 shows the scattering results of primitive segments with all methods. It can be seen that HDP-HSMM ( Fig. 11(c) ) segments the time-series driving data into a set of reasonable primitive patterns with a lower switching frequency among driving modes, compared to other two approaches. For example, in the region A of Fig. 11 , HDP-HMM fails to recognize the underlying patterns, and the sticky HDP-HMM characterizes the latent patterns with a high switching frequency and short pattern duration, which is not consistent with the case in real driving [43] .
C. Labeling Behavioral Semantics
Based on the learned primitive driving patterns, the carfollowing behavior can be described by behavioral semantics defined as in Table II . In order to capture the dynamic process (i.e., S a x = GA or S a x = GD). Thus, we can describe the driving behavior in region B as "The driver is rapidly falling behind the lead vehicle by gentile accelerating or decelerating in a normal distance." Similarly, the driving behavior in region C can be described as "The driver is rapidly falling behind the lead vehicle by gentile accelerating in a long distance." In the following section, to be simple, we represent drivers' behavioral semantics by using a primitive pattern sequence such as
Based on the learned results, some primitive driving patterns are easy to be labeled with semantic elements, but some are not. In order to label driving patterns easily and find the commons in primitive driving patterns, we cluster the driving data of each segment into one single point to represent this primitive driving pattern. The K-means clustering method is applied in the light of its wide implementation to driving pattern classification [15] , [47] , [48] . The clustering results allow us to translate these primitive driving patterns in behavioral semantics. For instance, Fig. 12 presents the clustering result for driver #0 based on the segmentation results of HDP-HSMM. According to Table II , the pink point can be semantically interpreted as [KE, AD, LD], that is, "The driver is keeping distance with 
V. DRIVING STYLE ANALYSIS BASED ON PRIMITIVE DRIVING PATTERNS
The above discussion indicates that the primitive driving patterns can provide a satisfied semantical way to analyze car-following behavior. In what follows, we will take driving style analysis based on the primitive driving patterns learned from HDP-HSMM.
A. Normalized Frequency Distribution of Driving Patterns
Instead of using the statistical metrics such as mean and standard deviation, we utilize the normalized frequency distribution of primitive driving patterns to characterize driving styles, which allows to take intuitive analysis. For each driver with L car-following events Y m = {y 
where N
, * is the number of occurrences for driving pattern in Y m based on the distance pattern * . Thus, we obtain the normalized frequency distribution for each driver with three distance patterns (i.e., close distance, normal distance, and long distance). Each primitive driving pattern is clustered and labeled according to Table II . Fig. 13 shows examples of the normalized frequency distribution of primitive driving patterns for four drivers. Dark red represents that the driver has a high probability of acting in this pattern and dark blue represents that the driver has a low probability (nearly equal to zero) of driving in this pattern. For instance, when following a lead vehicle in a long distance (Fig. 13, bottom row) , driver #0 ( Fig. 13(a) ) and driver #1 ( Fig. 13(b) ) prefer to rapidly close in the lead vehicle by no acceleration/deceleration, while driver #2 (Fig. 13(c) ) and driver #3 ( Fig. 13(d) ) prefer falling behind by no acceleration/deceleration and gentle deceleration, respectively. When following the lead vehicle in a close or normal distance, our proposed approaches can also provide a semantic explanation for researchers.
In order to distinguish the driving pattern drivers prefer, we assign a unique index value to each primitive driving pattern (Fig. 14) . The five levels of acceleration are labeled using integers from −2 to 2, and the same operation for the range rate. A larger absolute value of the index indicates a more aggressive driving style, marked by dark red. Conversely, a smaller absolute value of the index represents a more gentle driving style, marked by dark blue, as shown in Fig. 14(a) . The driving pattern with the highest normalized frequency probability in each distance pattern for the driver is treated as the most preferred one, represented using its index i and j (Fig. 14(b) ). For instance, when following a lead vehicle with Fig. 13(a) . Table IV lists the index value (i, j ) of the most preferred primitive driving patterns for every driver, where i and j represent the levels of acceleration/deceleration and range rate, respectively. According to Table IV , it can be concluded:
• When following a lead vehicle in a close distance, most drivers prefer falling behind or closing in (i.e., j = −1 or 1) the lead vehicle by taking an aggressive acceleration or deceleration (i.e., i = −2 or 2), except for driver #11 (blue shade) who prefers to keep a constant headway by no acceleration/deceleration. In addition, driver #4, driver #6, and driver #17 (red shade) prefer to rapidly fall behind (i.e., j = −2) the lead vehicle by accelerating aggressively (i.e., i = −2). • When following a lead vehicle in a normal distance, most drivers prefer falling behind or closing in (i.e., j = 1 or 1) the lead vehicle by taking a gentle deceleration (i.e., i = 1), except for driver #1, driver #4, and driver #17 (orange shade) who prefer rapidly closing in the lead vehicle (i.e., j = −2) by accelerating aggressively (i.e., i = −2). • When following a lead vehicle in a long distance, most drivers prefer closing in (i.e., j = 1) with no acceleration/deceleration (i.e., i = 0), except for driver #0, driver #2, driver #6, driver #12, and driver #15 shaded by light gray. For example, driver #12 prefers falling behind by taking an aggressive deceleration. The above analysis demonstrates that our proposed framework based on primitive driving patterns provides a semantic way to analyze driving style, compared to only using the statistical metrics such as mean and standard deviation.
B. Interdriver Differences in Driving Style
According to the above discussion, the normalized distribution of primitive driving patterns is able to describe and analyze individual driving styles. In this section, we will present the similarity measure of driving styles between drivers. Differing previous research using statistical metrics of driving data to capture driver's driving style, we select the normalized distribution of primitive driving patterns as the indicators. It is common to assume a normal distribution for the indicators and to compare their mean and standard deviation [38] when comparing the driving styles of two drivers. Here, we are not restricted by the limitations of this assumption and we compute the similarity of two drivers in driving styles using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [33] , [40] between two corresponding distributions to measure the similarity between drivers. The KL divergence of the normalized distribution of primitive driving patterns between drivers m i and m j is defined as
where and * are defined same as in (10) . A large value of KL divergence indicates a big difference between two drivers. For example, when m i = m j , it implies that the driver is compared to him/herself, thus we have D ( * ) K L (F (m i ) F (m j ) ) = 0. Fig. 15 presents the KL divergence of each pairs of drivers. Dark red represents the great difference between two drivers and dark blue represents that drivers are similar to each other regarding driving styles. Fig. 15(a) indicates that when closely following a lead vehicle, driver behavior of driver #8 is different from driver #12, marked with the dark red. According to Fig. 15(b) , when following the lead vehicle at a normal distance, driver #11 is much different from others as there exists a red vertical bar between driver #11 and all other drivers. When following a long distance to the lead vehicle ( Fig. 15(c) ), driver #6, driver #11, and driver #15 behave much differently from others. Therefore, the KL divergence index combing with primitive driving patterns enables to visualize the similarity in driving styles between drivers from a semantical perspective.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper proposed a novel framework for driving style analysis by using primitive driving patterns with the Bayesian nonparametric approaches. A set of primitive driving patterns were learned from time-series driving data with priorly unknown these patterns. To achieve this, a hierarchical structure (i.e., HDP-HSMM) was developed by combining a hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) and a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM). Comprehensive comparison between HDP-HSMM and other Bayesian nonparametric methods (HDP-HMM and sticky HDP-HMM) was made for driver's car-following behavior analysis. And we found that HDP-HSMM can learn a set of satisfied primitive driving patterns. These learned primitive driving patterns were used to define car-following behavioral semantics according to drivers' physical and psychological perception thresholds. Their normalized frequency distribution was then applied for individual driving style analysis. Experimental results demonstrated that the utilization of primitive driving pattern provides a semantic and visualizable way for driving style analysis.
Our future work will be articulated around two axes. The first one is be to utilize the primitive driving patterns to learn a classifier able to semantically recognize driving styles, instead of using the static statistical metrics of measured variables. In this way, the driving style could be potentially detected and semantically explained. The primitive driving patterns could also be learned by using nonlinear Bayesian estimation [49] .
Our second objective is be to apply the learned classifier to improve vehicle performance for individual drivers. Semantic analysis of driver behavior could help gain insights into the underlying relations between driving style and specific vehicle performance. For example, in order to make eco-driving control systems personalizable for a driver, we could analyze the influence of driving style on fuel consumption [50] with behavioral semantics and find a personalized control strategy adaptable to this person's behavior.
